
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

May 7, 2019 @ 10:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Mark M. Barry S. Rodney C.  

(Downtown) Emress B. Alex C. Amanda C. Sam B.  

(NOC)  Heath M.  

(CRLP) Nick D. Bobby S.  Bob L.  Brad B.    
  Sarah F. Tom P. Tom H.   

Roll Call 

 Noted 

Antitrust Issues 

Nick D.-Provided to list of attendees on call, if anyone has any questions please let me know 

1. Welding repair outage work 

Nick D.-what is left to be done? 

Alex C.-There are still two and a half welds to finish up today.   

Nick D.-How many left to be x-rayed? 

Alex C.-Five.  Two from yesterday and three from today. 

Nick D.- So the rest were done Sunday and they were cleared? 

Alex C.-The rest of them are done. 

Alex C.-There ended up being 12, there is 3 cut outs left and 5 x-rays left it depends on 
the weather if this will all get done today. 

Nick D.-Talked to Mark C. this morning he gave me a green light on the compressors.  
Brad green light on the Air Products equipment? 

Brad B.-Yes. 

Nick D.-Ok we are ready to go. 

Nick H.-Do we have an answer from the BLM when this is going to start up? 

Amanda C.-It depends on the weather, if the weather holds then it will be noon. 

Nick H.-Can’t we build a temporary shelter? 



Barry S.-We have to be careful with the lightning. 

Barry S.-They brought in lights so they can work at night if they have to.   

Alex C.-They have piping they will work on in the shop so they will be on site. 

Brad B.-We are doing everything we can to get the plant back up.  The LEL is reading 
high so we need to get through this meeting so we can get to other things. 

Nick D.-Heath can you give us an update on the Arc study? 

Heath M.-We are working toward it right now.  BLM is working on getting maintenance 
completed as well. 

Nick D.-The non-outage work will just progress on the schedule.  I don’t have anything 
else. 

Heath M.-Where are we on the list of critical life safety systems that we are supposed to 
get from CRLP. 

Nick D.-Melissa reminded me that it was pulled from the DCS, I’m pretty sure I sent it to 
at least Melissa but I will look.  It was 2 or 3 pages. 

Heath M.-Melissa didn’t seem to have it so if you can send it to both of us please. 

Nick D.-Ok will do.  Let’s get on with the work unless someone has something else. 

Amanda C.-We are having connectivity issues so the posting is running a little behind 
and we apologize for that. 

 


